Dawson Creek Public Comments Analysis
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document summarizes 68 completed comment forms received during and after the
Public Open House for Strategies for tourism and heritage attractions, and downtown
improvements, for Dawson Creek. These forms have been analysed to assist in the
determination of which elements of the strategies may proceed on the basis of public
support; which require further conceptual development; and which, if any, require a
comprehensive review, changes or abandonment.
All strategies were introduced and framed initially as questions requiring a yes or no answer,
usually structured as ”Do you support…” Participants were then asked to provide
explanations for their answers. The yes/no answers are the easiest to chart and provide an
opportunity for an informal assessment of statistical significance, i.e. 95% margin of error.
Note that these values are based on the assumption of an unbiased sampling – a condition
that cannot be easily proven. For this reason, we term these questions a “straw poll” – an
unofficial vote taken to determine opinion on some issue. Nonetheless, the results were
sufficiently different to allow conclusions to be drawn.

Strategy-level Approval
All of the major strategies received clear support from the public in terms of votes…
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…And particularly viewed as percentages.

Note that no strategy had less than 78% support or more than 21% lack of support. In terms
of a 95% margin of error, the probability ranged from 12.4% to 16.9% (higher number =
higher margin of error) – a high number that would never be used, for example, in an election
poll. For the purposes of this analysis, however, the number means that even at its greatest
range, the numbers would vary by no more than approximately 34%, 19 out of 20 times,
which would still result in a majority of supporters.
.

Conclusion:
All strategies have sufficient support to justify moving forward with them.

Specific Elements within Strategies
Most of the specific elements have been assessed by a straw poll and/or by comments. No
P-value has been commuted for these but the straw poll is considered in drawing
conclusions.
Elements with strong support:
Alaska Highway Corridor Concept
ß

Linkages with other communities along the highway

ß

Importance of Alaska Highway to Dawson Creek

Thematic Strategy for Dawson Creek
ß

Upgrading and linking attractions
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ß

Central downtown attractions

Downtown Revitalization
ß

Attractive, pedestrian-friendly downtown core

Alaska Highway House
ß

New Alaska Highway attraction

Conclusion:
Continue planning for all elements with strong support.
Elements with mixed support (usually no clear winning option):
Downtown Revitalization
ß

Specific Option for downtown

ß

Favourite components (R = 10-22%)

ß

Revenue sources (tax breaks & combination of sources)

Alaska Highway House
ß

Themes & stories

ß

Linking AHH to other attractions

ß

Preferred location

Conclusion:
Revisit options to identify most supported elements, practicality and
number of options.
Elements with low support:
Downtown Revitalization
ß

Least favourite components: (narrow streets, parallel parking, medians = 42% of
least favourites)

Conclusion:
Review least favourite components and eliminate from options or
determine modification that may be acceptable.

Suggested initial projects are marked in dark blue.
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Dawson Creek Public Comments Analysis
Purpose:
The purpose of this analysis was to assess the results of the public input in a clear, easy to
understand format, and to provide an assessment of the conclusions that can reasonably be
drawn from the data. The latter can be divided into three broad categories:
•

Results which are probably statistically valid and therefore justify action

•

Results which suggest uncertainty and segmentation in the minds of the public and
therefore require further conceptual development

•

Results which identify significant resistance from the public including issues which need a
comprehensive review and may require major changes or abandonment

Process:
The strategies for tourism and heritage attractions, and downtown improvements, for
Dawson Creek were presented to Dawson Creek residents at an Open House on March 20th,
2006. The public was provided with a variety of opportunities to comment on the strategies.
This document analyses and summaries these comments with special emphasis on the
comment form. Sixty-eight of these forms were received – 50 at the open house and 18 over
the course of the following two weeks. Other comments were received verbally during the
open house or in a small number of e-mails received. These are listed in the appendix but
were not analysed statistically due to the problem of possible duplication of the comment
forms, i.e., a number of participants at the open house wrote comments on cards or flipcharts
and subsequently also completed comment forms.
All “votes” – i.e., questions designed to produce yes/no answers – were calculated and
tested for margin of error. The resulting P-values should be taken with a grain of salt
because it is necessary to assume that the voluntary attendance at the open house provided
an unbiased sample, an assumption which is impossible to prove of disprove. Nonetheless,
the one-sided nature of the straw polls results does suggest that even the relatively high
margins of error identified would not significantly affect the results and conclusions.
Format: The results of each question have been summarized in chart form when appropriate,
and in text form when the answers were too few or too diverse to produce a meaningful
graphic summary. Some answers have been moved to different categories if both positive
and negative comments appear in the same answer. No P-value has been calculated for the
comments because multiple comments from the same respondent occur frequently.
The easiest way to approach the results is to treat the “votes” as concrete numbers, and the
comment summaries as “trends”.
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Attendance:
One hundred and fifty-two people signed in at the open house – a very good turnout for most
open houses – reflecting significant public interest in these initiatives. As is to be expected,
the vast majority of participants (86%) were Dawson Creek residents.

The ratio of males to females (where such information was known or deduced from names
on the comment forms) was effectively 50:50, suggesting equal interest and attendance on
the part of both sexes and a reasonably unbiased sample of residents based on gender.
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Dawson Creek: Alaska Highway Corridor
1. Do you support linking Alaska Highway communities in order to benefit
tourism?

Why “Yes”?
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Reasons for voting “yes” were primarily related to the tourism (economic) benefits of
cooperation as a result of partnerships, branding, and consistency. A small number noted the
importance of the history and another small number was unclear as to what linkage meant.

Why “No”?
Only five respondents were against the concept: three were concerned about the possible
cost; two felt it would have little or no effect on tourism actions.

2. Why is the Alaska Highway important to the City of Dawson Creek?

While a small majority of respondents equated the Alaska Highway to Dawson Creek in
terms of tourism benefits through partnerships, theming and marketing, a large minority of
respondents saw the highway as important to them in terms of their history and their
community connections to the highway. The few (3) “Other” comments felt the question had
an obvious answer, and one felt that Dawson Creek gained little from tourists.
A personal favourite answer to this question: “Why is my aorta important to my circulation?”
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3. Three themes have been developed for interpretation along the Alaska
Highway and in Dawson Creek. They are:
The Alaska Highway changed the North forever.
The Alaska Highway was built for war.
The Alaska Highway is the road to northern adventure.

What are your thoughts on these themes?
This question was unclearly worded and resulted in many respondents thinking that this was
a vote for the best theme when, in fact, all three themes are intended for use under an
umbrella theme. Nonetheless, the question did generate thoughts about themes, and
personal preferences.
Many of the comments under “Other” looked at ways of combining themes or noted themes
that they did not particularly care for (primarily war-related stories).
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Thematic Strategy for Dawson Creek
1. Do you support upgrading and linking Dawson Creek’s heritage and tourism
attractions?

The idea of upgrading and linking heritage and tourism attractions was very well received
and many saw it as an obvious benefit to tourism. Of the few (6) who were opposed to the
idea, three cited cost, two felt it was unnecessary, and one noted that upgrading and linking
are two different things.
“Other” comments suggest a wide range of ideas and concerns, e.g., parking issues, benefits
of attractions together versus apart, uncertainly as to the meaning of “linkage”, and the need
to integrate the resident experience into any plan.
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2. Do you support the concept of positioning Dawson Creek as “Mile O” of the
Alaska Highway?

This question is not being used in the analysis because it was unclear in its wording. This is
evident in the answer provided: 41 respondents agreed with the concept and 25 basically
said “Huh?”. Missing from the question were the ideas of branding and naming. With this
unclear, most respondents quite reasonably wondered why this question existed.

2. Do you support the development of a central downtown area that has a
number of attractions within a short walk of one another?
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A strong majority favoured the idea of a number of attractions close enough together to
constitute a significant draw. Some negative responses identified concern for changes to the
existing downtown which might impact businesses, parking, etc.; a couple were concerned
about theming. “Other” comments largely addressed impacts on residents in the form of
changes to street widths and businesses.
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Downtown Revitalization
1. Do you support an attractive and pedestrian-friendly downtown core? If yes,
how can we accomplish this?

Why “Yes”?
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Most respondents identified attractiveness and pedestrian-friendly as worthy reasons for
downtown revitalization. A significant percentage (20%) saw improvements as providing
significant benefits to pedestrian safety. “Other” comments were a hodgepodge of comments
with no comment having more than one voice.

Why “No”?
No respondent actually said “No” to the concept but a small number did make comments that
could only be interpreted as a negative response. These were moved to the “No” section.
Three of the comments stated that the downtown is already pedestrian-friendly and
attractive. Another noted that people like to drive to the store, park directly in front and leave
when finished. Another suggested that tourists want to see a real place and another
suggested that the designers were unfamiliar with Dawson Creek and with winter.
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2. Three options are offered for downtown’s main streets. Which do you prefer and why?
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The three options presented for the downtown core resulted in no clear winner and with the need to add two additional categories of
response: none of these options, and variations on these options. This section includes the comments relating to the options.
Readers who want a quicker, less detailed appreciation of the perceived pros and cons of the options is directed to the summary
charts of “most favourite” and “least favourite” components in the next section.
Note: The numbers after each comment refer to the unique number assigned to each comment form.

Option One

Option Two

Option Three

None of these Options

ß

Medians won’t work for
winter-3

ß

Keep angle parking. Wider
sidewalks-6

ß

ß

ß

I believe the bicycle lane
should be in front of the
vehicles angle parking.
This would avoid collisions5

ß

Trees in median with
lampposts would be nice,
very hardy shrubs or none
as well as trees. Could
have brick tiles. Salt in the
winter may pose problems8

Wider sidewalks, more
greenery, less space for
vehicles-2

ß

Angle parking sidewalks
not so wide-4

ß

If the bike lane was next to
the sidewalk, it could serve
as a snow bank in winter. I
like the 5.5m sidewalk and
narrow lane J -15

I don’t think we need to
widen sidewalks, parallel
parking isn’t user friendly,
and less vehicle parking.
Street is too narrow for
median, and we don’t need
bike lanes-11

ß

I like the city streets and
the uncluttered approach14

ß

But widen sidewalks a bit
more than 5 in, leave the
angle parking and do not
put centre median in. – 40

ß

Really none of them. We
worked over the years to
get our streets wider and
paved. When you have
mountains of snow down
the middle of the street you
are happy to have wide
streets. Fifteen years ago
we gave Dawson Creek a15
face lift. New sidewalks,
trees down 102nd Ave.
Planters, new light
standards. How many times
do want to do this in 20
years. A pagoda bus stop
was in front of Bings. It had
to be taken down. Benches

ß

No flowers or trees in
median-29

ß

Trees in the middle block
views of other drivers.
People in small towns like
seeing each other on the
street-30

ß
ß

Allows for more parking –
43
But retain 3 meter
sidewalks (improved), not 5
m - 50

ß

ß
ß

ß

Because it keeps angle
parking and wide driving
lanes but keeps trees
shorter-16
Bike lanes are not
appropriate-17
Because I like the trees and
flower planters median with
angle parking-18

Keeps diagonal parking
median would prevent and
ß Allows for all forms of travel
cross over-the double line
– 47
parking as happens all too
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frequently. Especially at
the post office! –20

ß

Seems most people
friendly-22

ß

…with the tree meridian
and parallel parking. It is
more attractive and safer
also-32

ß

Wider sidewalks promote
walking. – 37

ß

#3 without trees – 41

ß

Option 3 – best; Option 2 –
2nd best; Option 1 – 3rd
best. – 42

ß

parking as happens all too
frequently. Especially at
the post office! –20

Allows for the most amount
of parking in downtown.
Essential. -59
ß

Very pretty to look at and it
is much the same parking
as we have now-Do not
need parallel parking-21

ß

I like the median but #3’s
bike lane would be wasted
most of the year-23

ß

The best option because it
provides a pedestrian
friendly environment as well
as accommodates vehicle
traffic (most important in
the winter)-31

ß

Friendly – 38

ß

I like option 2. Is the
median a concern with
snow-clearing? The feel
looks good, trees etc… -51

ß

Option 2 on the streets.
What will you do with the
commercial traffic that
comes from the circle
heading west? –55

ß

Median. 4.0 meters could
be less and still look ok
parking 5.5 not long
enough our trucks! - 19
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2nd best; Option 1 – 3rd
best. – 42
ß

Improve building
appearances. At present
there is rather a
hodgepodge and untidy
mix. –54

ß

I prefer the wider sidewalk
option with the extra room
for trees and planters. -56

we gave Dawson Creek a
face lift. New sidewalks,
trees down 102nd Ave.
Planters, new light
standards. How many times
do want to do this in 20
years. A pagoda bus stop
was in front of Bings. It had
to be taken down. Benches
at different spots were
vandalized or used as beds
for drunks. We don’t need
any places for the bar
patrons to congregate after
hours. –64
ß

None of these. -68
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ß

Longer 3.5 lane. Kind of
narrow. -62

Other Variations on Options
ß

Widen sidewalks and keep angle parking-7

ß

Bars are open to 4 am, no tourist will go downtown with 2 bars and a pub, a bunch of drunks and street people on streets. –
45

ß

Until the problems with vagrants and others urinating in flower plants and doorways – (participant did not finish sentence) –53

ß

Mile ‘O’ Plaza-19

ß

Keep angle parking-nothing in centre. Sidewalks could be a little wider but trees are not necessary. Summer planters are
good. Do not close of 10th St. Coming from circle cannot turn south on 9th St. now.

ß

Small towns like seeing each other on the street-30

ß

A mix of #1 and #3, depending on the streets. Can’t have safe cycling environment with angle parking. But this is a truck town
and you’ll need some angle parking. – 35

ß

Widen the sidewalks, nothing else. Leave the streets wide. No trees in the middle. – 36

ß

One where the mile 0 post is not in the middle of the intersection – 44

ß

Not sure – 49

ß

Leave Mile “0” post and create a large green space (grass) around it and perhaps put right turn only (no left turns) thus
creating a more pedestrian friendly (participant not finished) –52

ß

Suggest a left-turn lane on 10th St. at the intersections of 102 and 103 avenues. I have seen 10th St. traffic all stopped
because of one car waiting to turn left. –58
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ß

Did not see 3 option-only saw blocking off 10th St. and creating a market square. How does this affect existing businesses. Is
it realistic to relocate famous market-they need they have now in Coop Mall and lots of parking. I don’t think this is realistic.
–60

ß

Leave our wide streets and nice sidewalks as they are. –63

ß

A small shuttle bus could run from Bing’s corner down 10th St. to Alaska House and make a circle tour back on 102nd Ave.
(Stop at a sidewalk café) If the Dawson Hotel is demolished, perhaps a souvenir shop, ice cream parlour, coffee shop could
locate there, with commercial offices upstairs. –65

ß

See attached. (Lengthy discussion supporting wider sidewalks, facades, glazing, signage, and not supporting the other
proposals) -67
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3. Which components proposed for the downtown do you like the most?
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4. Which components proposed for the downtown do you like the least?
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5. Which of the following revenue sources do you prefer for funding these improvements if approved? Please
check your preferred option. (Note: respondents who chose multiple options are recorded under each option.)
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Alaska Highway House
1. Do you support a new Dawson Creek attraction that focuses on the Alaska
Highway’s history?

Why “Yes”?
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Why “No”?

2. Do you support the themes or stories that are proposed? Are we missing
any stories?
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3. Do you support linking the Alaska Highway House with other facilities, i.e. a
visitor information centre, museum, archives. Why or why not?

A small majority supported linking the Alaska Highway House. Nearly a third had “Other”
comments that did not deal with support versus non-support. In fact, the majority of the
“Other” comments dealt with location and the benefits of linking versus consolidating these
attractions. The small opposition covered a wide range of comments from cost to viability of a
stand-alone institution. Several of the comments were repetitions of not supporting an Alaska
Highway House under any circumstances; these would better be considered as part of the
original question for this section.
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4. Where would you locate a new Alaska Highway House attraction?

Note: Downtown includes: the Old Pool Building, Dawson Hotel site, Visitor Information Centre, undeveloped lots between “Penny
(?) Mart and 15th Street, and purchasing and converting the Alaska Hotel
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